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Abstract
Recovery of higher level “design” information and
the ability to create dynamic, task adaptable soft-
ware documentation is crucial to supporting a num-
ber of program understanding activities. This paper
presents research that demonstrates that reverse en-
gineering technology can be used to recover software
architecture representations of source code.
We have developed a framework that integrates re-
verse engineering technology and architectural style
representations. Using the framework, analysts can
recover custom, dynamic documentation to fit a vari-
ety of software analysis requirements. Our goal is to
establish coherent abstractions appropriate for help-
ing analysts to understand large software systems.
We discuss a code coverage metric useful for assessing
the degree of program understanding achieved.
1 Introduction
This paper presents research that demonstrates that
reverse engineering technology can be used to recover
representations of software systems at a higher level
than the typical detailed design documentation level
(e.g., set-use or structure chart reports). To achieve
this, we combine software architectural represent a-
tions and reverse engineering technology to explore
whether architectural representations can be recov-
ered from the source code.
Recovery of higher level “design” information and
the ability to create dynamic, task adaptable software
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documentation is crucial to supporting a number of
program understanding activities. The problem with
conventional paper documentation is that analysts
cannot tailor it for each of the wide range of tasks
that a software maintainer or developer might wish
to perform, e.g., general maintenance, operating sys-
tem port, language port, feature addition, program
upgrade, or program consolidation. A dynamic form
of documentation that can be flexibly generated from
existing source code and that can evolve to support
emergent tasks is needed. This need can be filled by
recovering architectural representations of the source
code.
Commercially available reverse engineering tools [1]
provide a set of limited views of the source under
analysis. They share the problem with paper doc-
umentation that they present static abstractions of
the code; however, these views are an improvement
over detailed paper designs in that they provide ac-
curate information derived directly from the source
code. The commercial tools also provide source code
navigational capabilities ameliorating source code ac-
cess problems. However, the views these tools present
still have a fixed information content across systems
they are capable of analyzing, i.e., typically systems
written in a particular source language.
We have developed a framework that integrates re-
verse engineering technology and architectural style
[2] representations. Using the framework, analysts
can recover custom, dynamic document at ion to fit a
variety of software analysis requirements. The rep-
resentation of styles provides knowledge of software
design beyond that defined by the syntax of a partic-
ular language.
Our goal is to establish coherent abstractions ap-
propriate for helping analysts to understand large
software systems. Specifically, we would like to an-
swer the following questions:
l When are specific architectural commitments ac-
tually present?
186l What percent of the code is used to achieve an
architectural commitment?
l Where does any particular code fragment fall in
an overall architecture?
We argue that it is practical and effective to au-
tomatically (sometimes semi-automatically) discover
architecture notions embedded in legacy systems.
The paper describes our overall architecture recov-
ery framework, the difficulties in bridging the gaps to
software understanding, a preliminary notion of code
coverage metrics, and the results of applying our re-
covery technique to a moderately sized (30,000 lines
of code) system.
2 Architecture Recovery
Framework
Our motivation for building this framework stems
from our efforts to understand legacy software sys-
tems. While it is clear that every piece of software
conforms to some design, it is often the case that ex-
isting documentation provides little clue to that de-
sign. For example, while the system block diagram
portrays an “idealized” software architecture descrip-
tion, it typically does not even hint at the source level
building blocks required to construct the system. In
contrast, the primary purpose of our framework is to
recover the “as-built” architecture - a description of
the architectural structures that actually exist in the
code.
As-built architectures differ from idealized archi-
tectures. Even when idealized architectures do com-
mit to particular connections (e.g., pipes or applica-
tion programming interfaces), actual systems cent ain
source code artifacts (e.g., procedure parameter pass-
ing or use of Unix pipes) to achieve the connections.
Other differences are due to architectural violations.
Reasons for such violations are varied. Some are due
to a developer’s failure to honor commitments or fail-
ure to understand the entailments of an architectural
commitment. Other violations are due to the inability
of an existing or required framework (e.g., language,
host platform, development tools, or commercial en-
abling software) to adequately support the idealized
view and thus may occur with the earliest engineering
decisions.
Our recovery framework (see Figure 1) is made up
of three components:
s an architectural representation that supports
both idealized and as-built architectural repre-
sentations with a supporting library of architec-
tural styles and style components
l a source code recognition engine and a support-
ing library of recognition queries
l a “Bird’s Eye” program overview capability
The framework supports architectural recovery in
both a bottom-up and top-down fashion. In bottom-
up recovery, analysts use the bird’s eye view to display
the overall file structure and file components of the
system. The features we display (see Figure 2) in-
clude file type (diamond shapes for executable; rect-
angles for non-executable), name, pathname of direc-
tory, number of top level forms, and file size (indi-
cated by the size of the diamond or rectangle). Since
file structure is a very weak form of architectural com-
mitment, only shallow analysis is possible; however,
the files are a place where information (including re-
sults of progress toward recognition of cjther styles)
is registered. The one analysis option we provide is
the detection of cluster dominance. A cluster X dom-
inates a cluster Y when some procedure in X invokes
a procedure from Y, while no procedure in Y invokes
a procedure in X. This analysis supports an analyst
in reorganizing the information into more meaningful
clusters based on the dominates relation.
In top-down recovery, analysts use architectural
styles to guide a mixed-initiative recovery process.
Architectural styles initially represent an idealized
view of the system. There is consensus in the lit-
erature that an architectural representation consists
of components, connectors, and constraints [3, 2, 4].
In contrast to program synthesis apprc}aches (e.g.,
DSSA [5]), our use of styles is to suppcjrt architec-
tural analysis, i.e., recovery. From our point of view,
the semantics of an architectural style place an ex-
pectation on what will be found in the software sys-
tem. The style establishes a set of recognition com-
mitments which define components to lbe found in
the software. Recognition queries are used to satisfy
these recognition commitments. Once the style is rec-
ognized, the mapping from the style to its realization
in the source code forms the as-built architecture of
the system. Note that in this process, we preserve the
links from the architectural description to the source
code that implements the design.
We expect that multiple styles will be found in a
target software system. Each recognized style pro-
vides a view of the system that partially explains the
software. The collection of these views partially re-
covers the overall design of the system. In addition,
we use these multiple views to define a cc)de coverage
metric (described in Section 4) that informs an ana-
lyst about the percentage of the code that implements
architectural commitments.
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1882.1 Architectural Styles
The research community has provided detailed exam-
ples [6, 7, 8, 2] of idealized architectures - abstractions
that can guide architectural discovery. We have at-
tempted to recognize instances of these abstractions
in source code.
2.1.1 Entity and Relation Representation
To support recognition, we have developed a dictio-
nary of entity and relation terminology within the
software architecture domain. Entities include: clus-
ters, layers, processing elements, repositories, objects,
and task-modules. Entities are typically implemented
as components - “large” segments of the source code
(e.g., a layer may be implemented as a set of proce-
dures). Relations such as contains, initiates, spawns,
and is-connected-to describe how the components are
linked. Object participation in a relation follows from
the existence of a connector - a very specific code frag-
ment (e.g., special system invocations) or the infras-
tructure that handles these fragments. This infras-
tructure may or may not be part of the body of soft-
ware under analysis. For example, it may be found in
a shared library or it may be part of the implemen-
tation language itself.
Figure 3 details the representations for task-module
entity and the spawns relation. Task-modules are
a kind of processing element that might be imple-
mented by objects of type file (more generally by col-
lections of procedures linked via limited entry points)
and are recognized by a query named “execut ables”.
Spawns relates task-modules to task-modules (i.e.,
parent and child tasks respectively). Spawns might
be implemented by objects of type system-call (e.g.,
in C, a “system” call that starts a new process via
a shell command) and recognized by a query named
“find-executable-links”
We use entity and relation taxonomies to provide
analysts with architectural discovery guidance. For
example, when analysts find few examples of an ar-
chitectural entity within legacy code, they will have
the option of expanding a search by following gen-
eralization and specialization links and searching for
related information. This capability complements the
query indexing scheme based on code level vocabulary
(described in Section 2.2).
2.1.2 The Style Library
Our styles are expectations about the components
and connectors that will be found together in soft-
ware that actually exhibits the style. The styles we
have codified are: pipe-and-filter, interacting objects,
defentity TASK-MODULE
: specialization-of processing-element
: possible-implementation file
: recognized-by executable
defrel SPAWNS
: specialization-of initiates
: possible-implementation system-call
: recognized-by find-executable-links
:domain task-module
:range task-module
Figure3: Example Style Components
abstract-data-type, implicit-invocation, transparent-
layered, opaque-layered, API-users, c~ptimizing-
algorithm, task-spawning, and repository. Four of
these styles indicate the extent of coverage.
Task Spawning: In a task spawning architecture,
task-modules (i.e., executable processing elements)
are linked when one task-module initiates a second
task-module. Task spawning is a style that is recog-
nized by the presence of its connectors (i. e., the pro-
cess invocations). Its components are task-modules,
repositories, and tasks. Its connectors are spawns
(relating task-modules to task-modules), spawned-by
(the inverse of spawns), uses (relating task-modules
toanytask-modules with direct interprocess commu-
nications and to any repositories used for interpro-
cess communications), and conducts (relating task-
modules to functional descriptions of the tasks per-
formed).
Layered: Inalayered architecture thecornponents
(layers) form a partitioning of a subset, possibly the
entire system, of the program’s procedures and data
structures. As mentioned in [6], layering is a hierar-
chical style: the connectors are the specific references
that occur in componentsin an upper layer andref-
erence components that are defined in a lower layer.
One way to think of a layering is that each layer pro-
vides a service to the layer(s) above it. A layering
can either be opaque: components in one layer can-
not reference components more than one layer away,
or transparent: components in one layer can reference
components more than one layer away.
Data Abstractions and Objects: Two related
ways to partially organize a system are to identify
its abstract data types and its groups of interacting
189objects [9, 6]. A data abstraction is one or more re-
lated data representations whose internal structure
is hidden to all but a small group of procedures, i.e.,
the procedures that implement that data abstraction.
An object is an entity which has some persistent state
(only directly accessible to that entity) and a behav-
ior that is governed by that state and by the inputs
the object receives. These two organization methods
are often used together. Often, the instances of an
abstract data type are objects, or conversely, objects
are instances of classes that are described aa types of
abstract data.
2.2 Query Library
At the style level, it is relatively straightforward to
express invariants on entities and relations. For ex-
ample, spawns is a specialization of the initiates rela-
tion, i.e., spawns(x,y) H initiates(x,y) and process(y).
Ideally, this definition could be used to either recog-
nize implementations of the concept or to check to
see if code fragments are related in a form dictated
by the style. However, rather than directly recog-
nizing style level invariants in the code (a difficult
task), we link styles to appropriate queries or fami-
lies of queries expressed in a code level vocabulary.
These links capture a default set of queries that re-
turn implementation objects satisfying the invariants
and also provide user support by focusing on a family
of queries any of which will return objects that may
implement the style concept.
Our query library contains approximately 60
queries. We developed each query to satisfy some
requirement to retrieve implementations of style level
entities and relations (e.g., calls to particular func-
tions implementing the spawning of tasks). In addi-
tion to serving as default recognizes of architectural
style components, queries support a free-form discov-
ery mode to indirectly help analysts discover what
architectural structures are present.
2.2.1 Source Code Query Language
The style recognition routines are written in a query
language for writing routines to analyze a program
which has been parsed into a graph called an abstract
syntax tree. The language is similar to Refine [10] but
has some features not found in Refine. These queries
can either return a set of abstract syntax tree nodes
representing the code fragments of interest, or a set of
sequences where each sequence contains one of those
nodes and some additional information on that node.
Figure 4 shows an example query. This query finds
all the procedure calls that invoke a system service.
Then for each call, the query finds the corresponding
node that represents the invoked service (target ) and
the procedure the call is in (layer). The query then
returns a set of sequences where each sequence con-
tains a call and its corresponding invoked service and
enclosing procedure.
defquery FIND-PORT-CONNECTIONS
: ef f ects know-network-call, know-service
: desc “LINKS between program layers
and local or network services”
: method “
let (invocations = {})
(for-every call in
invocations-of -type ( 8service- invocat ions)
do
let (target =
service-at (get-port-nbr(call ) ) )
let (layer = enclosing-procedure (call))
if ‘(target = undefined) then
invocations <-
prepend(invocations,
[call, layer, target]));
invocations”
Figure4: Example Query
defcalls SERVICE-INVOCATIONS
!! arg-nbr gives location for input structure
% to the connect or sendto call. Approach
% is to find the assignments that set the
X sin_port attribute of that structure.
:call-desc “Service Invocations”
:call-type service-invocation
:call-ref-names “connect*’, “sendtot@, “bind”
:port-arg-nbrs 2, 5, 2
:port-attribute-name sin_port
Figure5: Example Call Specification
One query indexing scheme implemented is re-
trievalby efleci, The result of running aquery may
bethat some part ofsourcecode haa been annotated
with markers that will support the analyst in addi-
tional discovery. Thus we think of the “effects” of
running a query. That is, we “know” all the occur-
rences of some code level cliche since we have our
hands on the objects or can review annotations on
an abstract syntax tree. As an additional indexing
capabilitywe have found that it is very useful tosim-
ply retrieve all queries whose description contains a
string matching a user-entered text string.
190Our goal is to achieve language independence of
the queries, but there are residual dependencies. Pri-
marily, there is the dependence of a set of reusable
query functions on specifics of the source language
under analysis and the parsed program representa-
tion. While the queries themselves are language-
independent, the names of special function calls and
the decoding of argument lists are dependent on the
constructs of the language. We encode these depen-
dencies in language-specific call specifications such as
the one in Figure 5. In C/Unix, connect, sendto,
and bind calls are all used for connecting to a par-
ticular service via a port number. This port number
is found as a specific attribute (sin.port) of a data-
structure that the programmer references as an argu-
ment to the call. The argument number depends on
the call type.
2.2.2 Examples
Layering and data abstraction queries indicate the
scope of recognition requirements and the needs for
interactive recognition processes.
Layering: A layering query finds a partition of the
system under analysis. We assume that layering is a
potentially loose relation between defined identifiers
in a program. The actual layering will depend on
ordering constraints imposed by the density of the
reference relations bet ween program modules. If pro-
cedure X is in a layer above procedure Y, then Y does
not refer to X. If the layering is opaque, then X and
Y cannot be more than one layer apart for X to be
able to reference Y. We place cycles of procedure ref-
erences (usually due to mutual recursion) in the same
layer.
The recognize only layers procedures, not vari-
ables or data-type declarations. When working
within our framework, the analyst can modify the
resulting layering to more accurately reflect system
functional structure. The current algorithm assumes
manual intervention to detect language dependent
references, such as invocations of an executable via
the Unix system procedure or access to a common
data file via a Unix read procedure. Some auto-
matic recognition of these language-specific references
is available with other more focused queries and we
may be able to use them in this setting as well.
Data Abstractions: The recognize to recover ab-
stract data types (ADTs) assumes that an ADT is
implemented as one or a few structure (record) types
whose internal fields are only referenced by the pro-
cedures that are part of the ADT. The recognize
constructs a graph with these procedures and struc-
ture types aa nodes, and the references lby the pro-
cedures to the internal fields of the structures as the
edges. The connected sets of this graph form the set
of ADTs. This approach is very useful for discov-
ering families of procedures that manipulate data
types (e.g., lists, tables). However, the recognize of-
ten finds connected components that are too large
for analyst to think of as ADTs. We have identified
a number of causes for such anomolies and have im-
plemented a collection of mixed-initiative supporting
mechanisms to help analysts break up large clusters
to discover more meaningful ADT views.
3 Bridging the Gaps to System
Understanding
There are a number of assumptions and limitations
behind the above explanation of the architectural re-
covery process.
First, how do analysts find applicable styles to
match against the system under analysis in order to
drive the top-down recovery process? There are a
number of clues. Design documentation, while not an
accurate index into the code, often gives a statement
of design philosophy and technique that points to cer-
tain styles. Another clue is clusterings produced by
the bird’s eye view, layering, or ADT recovery pre-
sentations. In each case, clusters of structure may
be associated with certain styles. Moreover, there
is currently a considerable interest in migrating ex-
tant code to more modern paradigms such aa object-
oriented. In this setting, style selection will remain
analyst driven. The analyst will try to determine the
code suitable for migrating to the new style. Our
work on code coverage is aimed at the predictiveness
(i.e., how much of the code does it explain) of a style
and should be supportive of such migration efforts.
A second question revolves around style language
independence. Our current styles have been mo-
tivated by thinking about a C/Unix environment
which does have its idiosyncratic programming id-
ioms. However, our styles are phrased at general lan-
guage independent level, e.g., regarding task spawn-
ing or service invocation. Therefore, the applicability
of the styles really revolves around the definition of
queries.
A final question concerns effective style recovery.
We have observed the difficulty in bridging the gap
between style level vocabulary and code level vocabu-
lary. We are currently bridging this gap with parallel
hierarchies. Style components, style connectors, and
syntactically recoverable units are all organized and
191indexed in parallel hierarchies. Queries are cross ref-
erenced to the syntactically recoverable units. Thus,
when an analyst determines the type of syntactic
unit used by developers to implement a style com-
ponent, the hierarchies help to focus on a relevant
set of queries (i.e., queries that retrieve specializa-
tions) and/or broaden a search to consider related
types (i.e., queries that retrieve generalizations).
4 Code Coverage
We need to calibrate architectural discovery both to
determine the effectiveness of the style representa-
tions (e.g., what is the value-added of providing a
new style) and to provide an indicator for analysts of
how well they have done in understanding the system
under analysis.
While it is rare to find systems of any complexity
which strictly adhere to idealized commitments, all
legacy systems exhibit some architectural aspects if
only in the organization of the files and directories,
modules, or subroutines of the code.
The measures we provide are potentially subject
to some misinterpretation. It is difficult to determine
how strongly a system exhibits a style and how pre-
dictive that style is of the entire body of code. As
an extreme example, one could fit an entire system
into one layer. This style mapping is perfectly legal
and covers the whole system, but provides no abstrac-
tion of the system and no detailed explanation of the
components.
In spite of these limits, there are experimental and
programmatic advantages for defining code coverage
metrics. The maintenance community can benefit
from discussion on establishing reasonable measures
of progress toward understanding large systems.
For each cluster (file or some other aggrega-
tion unit ), we report several coverage statistics.
Connector-lines-of-code estimates the number of lines
of code (within a cluster) required for establishing
arguments and invoking each connector. For each
connector, we compute the size of the backward slice
on the arguments of the connector. This allows us
to count both the connector (probably a single line
of code) and the code required to setup the use of
the connector (potentially many lines) in our coverage
metric. When only one style is under investigation,
a ratio of connector-line-of-code to total lines of code
close to 0% indicates the absence of that particular
style, while a ratio close to 100% suggests that the
style will not be particularly informative
tually the entire code segment is involved
single style.
since vir-
with that
Connector-procedures is the number of procedures
that contain some connector. This measure gives
an informal notion of the pervasiveness of architec-
tural connections. A relatively large number suggests
that developers made substantial commitments to the
style. A small number may indicate that either the
particular style is mismatched to the actual code or
that the code procedures are organized around non-
architectural features (e.g., numerical algorithms).
The third coverage measure is component-
procedures counting the number of procedures that
are associated with component-based styles. The ap-
proach we use counts all procedures located in any
of the components. When a style positions every-
thing into some component, this method can provide
an overly confident view of what has been touched.
At best, we really only know about restrictions on
component interfaces and have information approxi-
mately at the level of a system structure chart. In
contrast, when the as-built architecture reflects a
more coherent view of the system building blocks
(e.g., a view obtained when an analyst drops selected
procedures/data structures into a semantically coher-
ent buckets), this method can be very informative. A
second approach that we will be exploring looks only
at those procedures “near” the component interface.
For example, in a layered architecture we would count
only the callers and callees across layer boundaries ig-
noring the internal coherence of the layer.
A fourth statistic reported is the overall cover-
age at the procedural level. It is the percent of
procedures counted in either connector-procedures or
component-procedures.
5 An Example
During the past year, we employed our architecture
discovery framework to discover style commitments
in XSN a moderate sized (approximately 30,000 C
source lines of code) MITRE-developed network-
based program for Unix system management.
This program contains several common C/Unix
building blocks and has the potential for matching
aspects of multiple idealized styles. It is built on top
of the X window system and hence contains multi-
ple invocations of the X application program inter-
face. It consists of multiple executable developed
individually by different groups over time. These ex-
ecutable are linked in an executive module that uses
system calls to spawn specific tasks in accordance
with switches set when the user initiates the program.
Each task is a test program consisting of a stimulus, a
listener, and analysis procedures. Socket calls imple-
ment a client/server architecture for communications
between host platforms on the network.
192The following items summarize the style commit-
ments we have been able to extract from the source
code.
ADT - interactive recognition of procedures that
access structures and global variables.
API Users - automatic recognition of those pro-
cedures that reference library APIs and special
calls for connecting to services.
Layered - partial recognition of layers by collaps-
ing some connections found in a standard struc-
ture chart.
File-based Repository - automatic recognition
of procedures that access or modify repositories
(specifically, data files).
Task Spawning - automatic recognition of the ex-
ecutable modules and the specific system calls
that are used to connect this modules.
Figure 6 summarizes the amount of code in XSN
covered by the various styles. The first row gives the
percentage of the lines of code used in the connectors
for that style. The second row gives the percentage
of the procedures covered by that style:
Combining all the styles whose statistics are given
results in a connector coverage of about 3% of the
lines of code and over 47% of the procedures. (Pro-
cedure coverage total is less than the sum of its con-
stituents in the above table because the same proce-
dure may be covered by multiple styles.)
The method of acquiring and interpreting these
numbers is still preliminary. For example, the num-
bers need to be normalized with respect to a priori
expectations. Connector coverage is a limited way to
span lines of code and will never include code such
as type definitions and procedure headers. Thus, the
3% coverage reported is an underestimate compared
to maximum expected results. Procedure percentage
does not account for how much of the procedure is
understood. Thus 4770 is probably an overestimate.
6 Related Work
6.1 Architectural Representation
There has been much work on representations of soft-
ware architecture, including [6, 3, 2, 5]. This work
motivates the use of architectures, finding useful rep-
resentations, and determining what a particular ar-
chitectural style tells you about a system. This work
does not describe how to recognize styles found in
systems under analysis nor how to map source code
pieces parts of a style.
Garlan and Shaw [6] describe a large set of archi-
tectural styles, including some used here (layering,
objects, ADT). Abowd, Allen, and Garlan [3] formal-
ize what an architectural style says aboult a system
written in that style for two styles: pipe-filter and
event system.
The Domain Specific Software Architecture pro-
gram [5] is working to create a number of reusable
architectures for specific military domains, i.e., heli-
copter avionics, command and control, vehicle control
and management, and missile control and navigation.
The goal of this effort is to support a program gen-
eration approach to software construction within the
targeted domains.
6.2 Program Recognition Approaches
The reverse engineering and program understanding
community has approached software understanding
problems but generally with a bottom-ulp approach
where a program is matched to a set of pre-defined
plans/cliches from a library. This work is not mo-
tivated by the organizational principles of architec-
ture essential for the construction of large systems.
Current work on program concept recognition is ex-
emplified by [11, 12] which continues the cliche-based
tradition of [13]. Recognition is based on a precise
data and control flow match which indicates that the
recognized source component is precisely the same
as the library template. Our approach is more of a
top-down hypothesis driven recognition ccupled with
bottom-up recognition rules. Our recognition rules
do not require algorithmic equivalence c)f the plan
and the source being matched, rather they are based
on source code level events [14] in the code. The
existence of patterns of these events is sufficient to
establish a match. Quilici [15] also explores a mixed
top-down, bottom-up recognition approaclh using tra-
ditional plan definitions. The style of source code
event-based recognition rules is also exemplified in
[11, 12] which demonstrates a combination of precise
control and data flow relation recognition and more
abstract code event recognition.
Program structure can be analyzed independently
to reveal system organization as discussed in [16, 17,
18]. General inquiry into the structure of software
can be supported by software information systems
such as LaSSIE [19]. Design recovery work, such
as DESIRE [16], relies on: externally supplied cues
regarding program structure, modularization heuris-
tics, manual assist ante and informal information. In-
formal information and heuristics can also be used
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Figure 6: Code Coverage Measures for XSN
to reorganize and automatically refine recovered soft-
ware designs/modularizations. In [17] they have de-
veloped a modularization tool using a clustering pro-
cedure based on similarity as measured by features
shared and not shared. Clustering is not used to find
components of any particular style.
Our work on ADT recovery is somewhat similar to
work done at the University of Florida SERC [20, 21].
The SERC work detects clusters of procedures that
either: (1) deal with the same data-types in their
input and output, (2) share data-types in their in-
put and output, or (3) modify items with the same
data-types. The first two methods combine proce-
dures that pass instances of an ADT along with pro-
cedures that manipulate the internal representation
of an ADT. The third method separates procedures
that modify the internal representation of instances
of an ADT from the procedures that just examine the
internal representation of instances of an ADT. Our
own work has enabled us to qualify the effectiveness
of this approach. We have identified limitations of the
recognition procedure and which items in a program
under analysis may cause problems (and thus should
be excluded) and why. Both SERC’S and our work
also deal with object instance recovery.
7 Project Status
The tools we describe are implemented on top of Rea-
soning System’s Refine/C reverse engineering work-
bench. The architectural recovery framework is lay-
ered on top of an in-house source code query mech-
anism that provides flexible access to the underly-
ing Refine program representation. Our experiments
with XSN continue as we define more styles and re-
fine our recognition algorithms. One of our goals is to
move our percentage of code covered as close to 100%
zs possible and, failing that, be able to characterize
the code we could not recognize.
There are three areas in which we intend to extend
our
l
work:
COTS modeling: Systems that we wish to ana-
lyze do not always come with the entire body of
source code, e.g., they may make use of COTS
(commercial off-the-shelf) packages that are sim-
ply accessed through an API. From the analysis
point of view, Unix is a COTS package. We have
developed representations for COTS components
that allow us to capture the interface and basic
control and dataflow dependencies of the com-
ponents. This modeling needs to be extended to
represent architectural invariants required by the
package.
Define architecture independent of source code:
Although the focus of this paper revolves around
strongly binding idealized architecture descrip-
tions to actual source code, there is a crucial
need to be able to independently describe the
soft ware architect ure of the system. One cru-
cial use of this definition would be as a form of
design specification against which implementa-
tions could be tested for conformance. If we can
define the architecture, we can specify the soft-
ware we want built in a way which will better
guarantee required evolvability, portability, and
interface requirements.
User requirements modeling: To answer the im-
portant software maintenance question: “Where
is this implemented?” we need a representation
for the referrants of “this.” For example, a user
may want to ask where message decoding is im-
plemented. Message and decoding are concepts
at the user requirements level. We need to con-
sider an additional level of modeling that will
permit partial modeling of the conceptual enti-
ties in the user’s model of the software. This
capability will also help in answering the related
question of “Why is this code here?”
Continuing work in architectural representation
provides an important source of expectations and
style definitions to drive our recovery framework.
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